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Presentation Overview

• Why is long-term data important
• Challenges to maintaining LT Datasets
• Highlight ways we can “Build the Case”
• Share some examples and “food for 

thought”





Does this look familiar??

What Happened
Here?

?



Why is Long-term Data Important?

• Trends are more discernable 
(accurate)

• Can detect “cycles” or “time 
lags”

• Rare or extreme events can be 
identified

• Some change or impacts 
manifest slowly – e.g. Climate 
Change

• Provides baseline knowledge



Common knowledge or too cliché?

“monitoring is the canary in the coal mine”

or

“Long-term monitoring is crucial to early detection of problems
within the system.  It is not unlike a periodic physical examination
in health care terms….to allow early detection of problems, before

they become more significant and costly”

Various Sources!

If we don’t have the data we won’t be able to…….!



Others – “value added”

• Monitoring can be used to compare 
simulated “model” output with real 
observations

• Essential component of “Adaptive 
Management”

• Supports strategic management and 
decision making at all levels

• Contributes to other projects or products

• Long-term data can provide “context” for 
data collected at shorter time-frame or 
different scales





Challenges - Issues - Barriers

• Economic – Interruptions/reductions 
in funding support

• Changing priorities or management 
objectives

• Staff turn-over (corporate “memory”)
• Data loss

• Not my bailiwick!

• Perceptions of value or need for 
data

“A scientist with a 30 year 
record to work with

has a long wait, and little 
personal incentive,

to try and produce a record 
twice as long.”

- Baker et al. in Oceanography



“long-term environmental monitoring:  it may be both undramatic and
demanding but it is also irreplaceable” – A Rocha 



Building the Case!

• Sound Study design 
• Clear objectives – “good questions”
• Clear Indicators
• Statistical “power”
• Standardized methods
• Robust Design – plan for funding 

interruptions

• Manage expectations – be clear up 
front about outcomes, timelines and 
products – can be challenging!!

• Use Technology to reduce long-term 
costs



Building the Case (Con’t)

• Link results to specific objectives or 
requirements of partners (funders)

• Multiple use objectives (to a point!)

• Data storage and integrity

• Raise the profile
• Data uses
• Reporting
• Sharing/partnerships
• Track these!!



Example – Tracking use of data

Source: Aquatic Monitoring in Canada – DFO 1996



Utility of the Data Collected
• Regional Municipalities

• State of the Environment Reporting
• Support of Regional and Municipal 

capital projects
• Official Plan Development
• Terrestrial Natural Heritage Planning

• TRCA
• Watershed Report Cards
• Watershed Plans and Strategies
• Fisheries Management Plans
• Remedial Action Plan Reporting
• Source Protection Planning and 

Watershed Characterization
• Land Management Planning
• Flood Warning

• Other
• Research
• Species at Risk monitoring and 

planning
• Modeling
• Conservation Ontario Watershed 

Reporting





In Summary
• Most of the ideas related to ensuring the economic viability of 

long-term monitoring are relevant for the success overall

• Partnerships are critical

• Ensure “value-added benefit” – data serves “multiple purposes”

• Study Design is critical – use tools to assist
• Business Planning

• Maximize value by combining datasets – databases, GIS tools, 
web portals

• Identify and track data uses/benefits

• Keep eye on future “emerging issues” - develop linkages



Thank You

“Monitoring may not be as 
satisfying as turning dirt during 
project implementation, and its 

benefits may not be 
immediately apparent.

However, monitoring is the 
foundation for science-based 

adaptive
Management.”

Mazzotti et al., University of Florida


